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Inventshift’s Brand:  
When researching other successful social enterprise content, a strong brand is important for             
engagement. Ashoka’s slogan ‘Everyone a Changemaker’ is clear and explains what they do. I              
would suggest Inventshift also has a slogan, something broad enough to cover what you do, but                
meaningful enough that it grabs the attention of your audience. Something like ‘Inventshift:             
Business With Purpose’ or ‘Purposeful Business’. ‘Inventshift’ on its own conjures up ideas of              
invention, or an innovation organisation. 
 

- Action point for your brand: Create a slogan that reflects the heart of your business               
and why you exist. 

 
Inventshift’s Audience: 
Being socially conscious is important to your audience, so we need to create content that               
appeals to your two main audiences: a) changemakers and b) socially responsible consumers             
(these can and do overlap). We should be focusing everything towards these two audience              
segments - the layout of the website, and creating specific content for each audience. 
 
Your audience are emotional - they care about what they’re buying and where they’re buying it                
from. It’s important we connect with them on that level by demonstrating your passion for               
socially conscious business. 
 

- Action point for your audience: Create a large excel spreadsheet with 250 - 500 of the                
world’s top social enterpreneurs/ people you would want to do business with. Document             
their URL and links to social media channels and start following/building connections            
with these people. Make notes on your involvement with them. You want to be known as                
‘the most connected person in the social enterprise sphere’ - as that is what your website                
is about. Your website needs to be a one stop shop for all things social enterprise. This                 
needs to be done and updated weekly. This should lead to a ‘snowball effect’ of people                
telling others about Inventshift and how passionate you guys are. 

 
Inventshift’s Website: 
Your website is initially visually interesting, and makes you want to find out more about who you                 
are and what you do. 
 
I think the explanation you’ve got on the home page is ok, but it would be much more impactful                   
if both of you were on video explaining about who you are, why you set up Inventshift, and                  
where you want to take it.  
 

https://www.inventshift.com/


It also needs to be really clear who your two audiences are. You could even have two simple                  
buttons: 
Conscious Business (Resources) and Conscious Consumer (Marketplace/Fund), that        
would take them to the relevant section of the site. 
 
Links to your online community aren’t obvious and immediately accessible. Ideally it should be              
easy for any visitor to be able to come and connect with you on social media channels. 
 
Suggested action points for web content: 

● Include links to your social media channels at the top of your site 
● Move ‘About Us’ section up to the top navigation - create a video explaining your               

purpose 
● Make blogs more easily tweetable - move sharing icons up to top of article 
● Keywords - I would suggest building a core SEO keyword list of 30-40 terms (for               

example ‘social entrepreneurs’ ‘conscious business’ ‘purpose-driven business’), that are         
continually used, throughout the website and when creating any new content. 

 
Inventshift’s Social media channels: 
Visual content is growing in popularity as more people access content via mobile/on the move,               
and it is for this reason visual content should form the basis of your online content strategy.  
 
Facebook  
I think your Facebook page looks great and is visually appealing, it could do with being updated                 
a bit more often, following the guidance I have suggested for Twitter below. 
 
Twitter 
Your Twitter channel looks good, however it could do with being populated with more content               
and more visual content of your own. I would take the following actions to maximise your reach: 
 
Suggestion action points for Twitter: 

● Do Twitter searches on your keywords and retweet messages that are in line with your               
vision 

● Do more content like this: https://twitter.com/inventshift_/status/798098132550631425 -       
create a bank of images that can be used across Facebook and Twitter 

● Create an RSS news feed for social enterprise news 
https://www.google.co.uk/?gfe_rd=cr&ei=nZN_WPfvIJTW8Aelro-QBQ&gws_rd=ssl#q=so
cial+enterprise&tbm=nws - so you can tweet news relating to the field. Use relevant 
industry hashtags and you’ll get people following you as you’re a vital source of SE 
information. 

 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/inventshift/?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/inventshift_
https://twitter.com/inventshift_/status/798098132550631425
https://www.google.co.uk/?gfe_rd=cr&ei=nZN_WPfvIJTW8Aelro-QBQ&gws_rd=ssl#q=social+enterprise&tbm=nws
https://www.google.co.uk/?gfe_rd=cr&ei=nZN_WPfvIJTW8Aelro-QBQ&gws_rd=ssl#q=social+enterprise&tbm=nws


LinkedIn 
Your LinkedIn channel needs to be built up more in terms of content.  
Suggested Action Points for LinkedIn: 

● Publish one of your blogs every month, and one video every month. Posting once a               
week or once every fortnight is enough for LinkedIn. 

● Connect with as many changemakers on LinkedIn as possible - search the people in              
your marketplace. Get them liking and sharing your content so that other changemakers             
they are connected to will also see your content. 

● Join social enterprise groups on Linkedin and ask them questions that will help you build               
content - i.e. ‘what do they look for when purchasing from a social enterprise?’ ‘why did                
they start their social enterprise?’ - all of this is valuable market research. 

 
YouTube: Primary social channel 
 
In my opinion, if you have limited time/budget, all of your efforts should be spent on building up                  
video content and improving on what you have done so far with this. 
 
You have some good content on YouTube, but the scope of what you do could be even better,                  
in terms of content and how you position the content to your audience. For example, this video:                 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZAYxH6uwtA would probably get more engagement with       
the title ‘Purpose Driven Business: Donkey Events’ or something with social enterprise in the              
title. Your keywords also need to be in the description of the video in order for your audience to                   
find it easily on Youtube. I have a background in video production and can storyboard a video                 
and create titles, I can also edit footage and break it up into relevant video segments. 
 
Suggested action points for YouTube: 

● I think it would be very good to create more videos which are based on the subject of                  
your blogs (like https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpmBTDeTSHg) but make it real life,         
with real people. For example it would be good to get someone narrating and use b-roll                
footage from places you shoot. 

● Make short 30 second clips - see video series suggestions below 
● Looking at titles and descriptions across current videos on YouTube and making sure             

they are relevant and optimised. 
 
Video Series ideas: 
Coworking with purpose: bringing passionate entrepreneurs together 
This series could be covering all of the coworking spaces that welcome social entrepreneurs.              
Ideally for this content, we want to be able to show off coworking spaces and for Inventshift to                  
build a partnership. This should be a video series but can also be articles. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/12900724?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Acompany%2CentityType%3AentityHistoryName%2CclickedEntityId%3Acompany_12900724%2Cidx%3A0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCr5fTxF0qprW61P8sBetZ4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZAYxH6uwtA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpmBTDeTSHg


Profit and Purpose:  
30 second inspiring stories of social enterprises. In a quick nutshell, who they are, what they do,                 
and why they set up the business. Something a bit similar to this:             
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPt-FxGraCo but shorter in length. 
 
Inspiring leaders 
The inspiring leaders series showcases one or more social enterprises who are changing             
things. Is in an interview format (Q&A), and can be written or filmed. Similar theme and                
message to  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdZCcYXsUog  
 
What we’ve learned: Top Tips from Social enterprises 
The ‘what we’ve learned’ series are top tips from social enterprises that have gone through their                
journey and overcome challenges. This content will work well as its what your audience will be                
interested in. Again this can be written or visual. 
 
Conscious Consumer, Conscious Business: 
This series is interviews with people who are using social enterprises as a service and               
interviewing them as to why they’re choosing those organisations over other more corporate             
businesses. These videos will be interesting to the conscious consumer. 
 
Inventshift: Other visual content 
 
Infographics: 
The use of infographics is useful and I would suggest creating one every other month or 4 times                  
a year. It varies content and can be used to position you as a thought leader. (Something like                  
this http://wearelucky.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Social-Enterprise_Lucky_Web-01.png ) 
 
Picture content: 
I think pictorial content is important to focus on, more than blogs as it’s becoming the main way 
people consume information online. A nice series could be in the same vein as your 
#socialstories, but using quotes from social entrepreneurs instead, within a nice visual 
background (i.e. ‘I wanted to do business ethically - it’s not just about me’ #socialstories) 
Something a bit like this 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/22/82/2c/22822ca9194e8d66d376e6e22a131a77.jp
g  
 
Photography: 
I would also encourage more BTS photography (behind the scenes). So things such as a photo                
of you meeting another social entrepreneur, working in your office, just some small human              
moments that you can capture, that gives you an idea about the people behind Inventshift. Even                
a timeline snapshot series of your ‘Fund total’ going up would be nice. I haven’t specifically gone                 
into detail for Instagram on this report but I think BTS content would work well should you get                  
round to using Instagram more. You’ve already done a bit of this on Facebook. 
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